Progressive Muscle Relaxation: An adjuvant therapy for reducing pain and fatigue among hospitalized cancer patients receiving radiotherapy
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Abstract

Background: Cancer patients face a number of problems, among those pain and fatigue are the most common. To manage pain and fatigue among cancer patients, studies now a days are even focusing on use of non-pharmacological/ non invasive methods as exercises, imagery etc. But studies on effect of progressive muscle relaxation (P.M.R) exercises on pain and fatigue among admitted patients are scarce.

Objective: The study was done to evaluate effectiveness of P.M.R exercises on pain and fatigue among hospitalized cancer patients receiving radiotherapy.

Methods: The study design was quasi-experimental Pre test Post test control group design. Total of 100 participants, 50 in each intervention and control group were included. The subjects in the intervention group received four P.M.R exercise sessions in 4weeks along with routine treatment while subjects in control group received treatment as usual with no added intervention.

Results: There was significant difference (p<0.01) in Pain scores Pre N.P.R.S (4.42±2.35) to post N.P.R.S (3.44±2.05) scores among intervention group (P.M.R). Pre assessment mean fatigue scores (C.F.S) of subjects were 33.80±10.62 in intervention group (P.M.R) and 33.24±7.02 in controls where as post assessment C.F.S scores were 28.52±12.74 and 36.52±7.53 in intervention and control group respectively. There was significant (p<0.01) reduction in pre to post C.F.S in P.M.R group while fatigue increased significantly (p<0.01) in control group.

Conclusion: P.M.R along with routine standard treatment is effective in reducing pain and fatigue among hospitalized cancer patients receiving radiotherapy.
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1 Background

Cancer patients face a number of problems, of which pain and fatigue are the most common problems, faced by almost all the cancer patients. Prevalence of pain is very high among hospitalized cancer patients. Estimates suggest that up to 79% of hospitalized cancer patients’ experience pain [1]. Despite use of analgesics 51% patients experience episodes of breakthrough pain [2] and up to 46% have moderate to severe pain[3,4]. Pain being the 5th vital sign is very important to be assessed and managed in cancer patients also [5]. Minimizing pain among cancer patients will help to reduce suffering to a great extent and let cancer patients live a good quality of life. Fatigue is also one of the most common symptoms among patients with cancer. Cancer related fatigue is a distressing, persistent, subjective sense of tiredness or exhaustion that occurs in 70-100% of cancer patients receiving radiotherapy or chemotherapy [6]. Its severity increases to a very high extent. Its prevalence is 75% to 90% in those receiving chemotherapy and 65% in those receiving radiotherapy [7]. According to American
cancer society, 90% of patients in cancer treatment experience fatigue that can range from mild lethargy to feeling completely wiped out. It affects the quality of life, interferes with ability to work, relationships with others, physical and emotional well-being. Now-a-days there has been growing interest in managing these symptoms with non-pharmacological treatments [8]. Piper et al conducted a study on role of oncology nurses in translating National comprehensive cancer Network (N.C.C.N) assessment guidelines into practice. The article reviewed NCCN guidelines for cancer related fatigue assessment (C.R.F). Case studies done reflected the vital roles that oncology nurses can play in managing patient with C.R.F. The study also emphasized on viewing C.R.F as “sixth vital sign”. Nurses are often confronted with patient’s fatigue and are aware of its effects on the patient’s daily life [9].

Managing for the problems of pain and fatigue among cancer patients can help a lot to improve their Quality of life. For this nurses are in best position to help out cancer patients by using some non-invasive techniques. According to the cancer pain management guidelines of comprehensive cancer network, cognitive behavioral coping strategies are recommended as an adjuvant to analgesic medicines [10]. Moreover patients also prefer non pharmacological methods for management of problems over pharmacological methods [8]. Progressive muscle relaxation (P.M.R) being one of the non invasive techniques, can be of great help.

P.M.R, is one of the cognitive behavioral coping strategies which have been found beneficial in cancer patients also [11,12]. Relaxation is a state of freedom from anxiety and skeleton muscle tension. Pain exacerbating thoughts get diminished and reduce perception of pain. “American Pain Society” quality of care task force for treatment of acute and chronic cancer pain had recommended relaxation, deep breathing, walking, imagery or visualization under non-pharmacological methods for cancer pain relief [13]. It is the patients’ intentional work on muscles and a heightened sense of relaxation through muscles which is perceived as relaxation. Reeves et al. [14] explained the importance of physical interventions such as changes in patient positioning, relaxation techniques and energy conservation techniques for fatigue in patients with cancer pain. P.M.R is very easy, so it is widely used as basic relaxation technique. Relaxation techniques have been used for palliation of uncomfortable symptoms, mental support and self control of patients with cancer. Though few studies have seen its effect on fatigue, sleep [15], anxiety and Q.O.L [16] but P.M.R has been very scarcely tested for its effectiveness in reducing pain and fatigue among cancer patients receiving radiotherapy. The findings of a systematic review have suggested that exercise and increased physical activity in cancer patients improves function, quality of life, strength, endurance, and reduced depression, nausea, and pain [17].

A research study was conducted in Turkey on effects of relaxation on sleep quality and fatigue among 27 breast cancer patients undergoing adjuvant chemotherapy. The findings of the study revealed that P.M.R improved sleep quality and reduced fatigue in breast cancer patients [15]. Few of the researches have been carried out to assess and manage fatigue among cancer patients. But very few have seen effect of P.M.R on fatigue. A review published had evaluated 41 studies, of these 17 looked at activity based interventions, as home based exercises by cancer patients. 24 studies evaluated psychological interventions as group therapy, telephone counseling on stress management and relaxation training. Jacobson and his colleagues found that patients who received either of the two types of interventions reported less fatigue than control group patients [18]. A latest review article on nursing intervention for fatigue during cancer treatment from 1995 to 2005 produced 18 studies. Studies dealt with sleep promotion through instruction and education, exercise, distraction and relaxation. Significant effects were found in studies including exercise, a positive effect of education and counseling on sleep while distraction and relaxation were found effective only for few hours after intervention [16].

Overall the results of studies on effectiveness of P.M.R are ambiguous, so the present study was carried out with the aim of producing research-based evidence on effectiveness of P.M.R on pain and fatigue among cancer patients receiving radiotherapy.

1.1 Operational definitions

1.1.1 Progressive muscle relaxation

Refers to 30 minutes session for progressive contraction and relaxation of muscles of the body from head to toe by cancer patients, as per the instructions by the researcher and tape recorder.

1.1.2 Pain

Pain refers to the unpleasant sensory and emotional experience perceived by the cancer patients may be either due to cancer, its complications or complications of treatment as measured on Numerical pain rating scale (N.P.R.S).

1.1.3 Fatigue

Fatigue refers to the persistent feeling of weakness or tiredness among cancer patients interfering their usual functioning as measured on cancer fatigue scale.
2 Methodology

2.1 Research design

The study was carried out using Quasi experimental, pre test-post test-control group design. Subjects were enrolled from NABH accredited and ECHS empanelled Cancer super specialty hospital in Mohali, Punjab, India from April 2010 to November 2011.

2.2 Subjects

A total number of 124 hospitalized cancer patients receiving radiotherapy were screened for inclusion in study. Out of 124 patients, 24 got excluded (not able to communicate, more than 80 years, terminally ill etc). Only 100 patients meeting inclusion criteria included in study, 50 in each intervention and control group.

2.3 Ethical considerations

Ethical approval was obtained before conducting research. The Medical superintendent, Nursing superintendent of the hospital and staff of radiation ward had been informed about the research study. Written informed consent was obtained from all study subjects after explaining that their non-participation will not affect the treatment in any way and they can quit from participation in the study at any time. In the end the subjects in control were also taught relaxation exercises after post assessment.

Inclusion criteria- Participants were included only if they were
1. In the age range of 18-79 years.
3. Verbalized pain and fatigue in pre assessment.

Exclusion criteria- Patients were excluded from participation in the study if they were
1. Not willing to participate in the study.
2. Terminally ill.
3. Having any type of cognitive or communication problems.
4. Receiving chemotherapy or have undergone surgery within last 1 month

To avoid the contamination of study, all the enrolled subjects admitted in the unit received same intervention as randomly drawn by an independent person among the slips for intervention and control groups. The same intervention (P.M.R) was followed until a group of 25 patients’ completely received the intervention and got discharged. In this way to complete a group of 50 patients’ of a particular intervention group, intervention got repeated twice which enhanced the number of randomized assignment. In this way by the end, 50 subjects automatically received intervention while 50 subjects of control received usual treatment. Subjects in the intervention group attended progressive muscle relaxation exercise sessions while subjects in control group received usual treatment with no added intervention session.

Instruments
The demographic and disease related information of subjects was obtained on Patient information performa.

Pain assessment
Pain was rated on Numerical pain rating scale (N.P.R.S) by cancer patients’ before and four (4) weeks after the intervention. N.P.R.S is a standardized tool for assessment of pain intensity among patients [19]. The reliability of tool for assessment of pain was calculated. The value of Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) was 0.92. The scale contains a 10 cm long line with scores ranging from 0 to 10. The line is equally divided in 10 equal points with numeric’s displayed from 0 to 10. A score of 0 on the scale indicated no pain while a score of 10 indicated maximum possible pain. In the study it measured pain intensity among cancer patients in pre assessment and post assessment (after 4 weeks). Pain intensity was easily marked on the scale by the cancer patients before and four (4) weeks after the intervention.

2.4 Fatigue assessment

Cancer Fatigue scale (C.F.S) was used to assess the fatigue in cancer patients receiving radiotherapy. It is a valid, brief self rating scale designed to reflect nature of fatigue. The scale consists of 15 items and three subscales: Physical,
affective and cognitive fatigue. Each item is rated on a Likert scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much). Patient can mark the number that describes the current state. The possible scores ranged from 0 to 28 for the physical, 0 to 16 for the affective and 0 to 16 for the cognitive subscale. The scale provides a total fatigue score ranging from 0 to 60. The scale was developed by Okuyama and applied on cancer patients [20]. Hindi version was adapted by following standard procedure of adaptation. The reliability of tool for assessment of pain was calculated. The value of Cronbach’s alpha was 0.89.

2.5 Intervention

The progressive muscle relaxation exercises used in the study involved progressive contraction and relaxation of muscles of the body from head to toe performed by the cancer patients’ in the lying down position on bed, as per the instructions by the researcher and tape recorder. Researcher also received training in P.M.R from an expert, renowned psychologist who has already dealt in relaxation and had research experience in the area. Similar tape was used for training and in all four P.M.R sessions. Subjects receiving relaxation intervention were first trained in doing progressive muscle relaxation exercises, which most of the patients’ learnt in two to three trials. First session was then started. Patients were told to do P.M.R daily, for 15 to 20 minutes in between the weekly session. Total of four (4) sessions were arranged within 6 weeks time for a group of 25 patients. As a result twelve (12) weeks time was taken for completing intervention for a group of 50 patients in intervention group. In the same way twelve (12) weeks time was taken to complete control group, which received usual treatment. Intervention involved in P.M.R group were as follows-

2.5.1 Pre intervention Assessment

Baseline assessment of pain (N.P.R.S) and fatigue (C.F.S) was done among study subjects in both intervention and control group.
- All the patients in P.M.R group were first trained in doing muscle relaxation exercises in 2 to 3 practice sessions or as required according to individual need of patient.

2.5.2 Intervention protocol

- First session of P.M.R was carried out by using the audiotape and Instructions were given by the researcher.
- Total number of sessions arranged for each patient were four (4), each one (1) week apart. Patients were told to do P.M.R daily, for 15 to 20 minutes in between the weekly session. The session involved progressive contraction and relaxation of muscles of the body from head to toe as per instructions by researcher and tape recorder.
- The selected patients were made to lie down and follow instructions.
- Patients were instructed not to contract a particular muscle group having acute problem or advised for rest by oncologist.
- Audio tape included only verbal instructions with no music background.
- Same audiotape was used for training and conducting P.M.R sessions for all patients.
- Each session took around 30 minutes. Total of six (6) weeks time was taken for completing intervention for 25 patients enrolled under the group and complete all 4 sessions.
- Participants in control group received usual treatment with no added intervention

2.5.3 Post intervention Assessment

Post assessment of pain (N.P.R.S) and Fatigue (C.F.S), at the completion of all four P.M.R sessions and not after each session among participants of both intervention and control group.
Note- Before pre and post assessment, it was ensured that patient had not taken any analgesic within few hours.

2.6 Data collection

Quiet and non-disturbing environment was maintained for providing the intervention and collecting the data in the radiotherapy unit of the hospital. Intervention was carried out in the time, when patients’ were free from their routine care and ward rounds.
The pre or baseline assessment of Pain and fatigue was done among subjects in both intervention and control group. The subjects in the intervention group were first trained in doing P.M.R and then four (4) progressive muscle relaxation exercise sessions were arranged for them while subjects in control group received treatment as usual. The four (4) sessions were taken, each one (1) week apart. Within six (6) weeks time, four (4) sessions of P.M.R were arranged for a group of 25 patients’ enrolled at one time point, each one (1) week apart. The post assessment of pain was again done among subjects in both intervention and control group after completion of all four sessions after four (4) weeks. Participants in control group received usual treatment.

2.7 Statistical analysis

Data were represented in Mean (±SD). Demographic and disease or treatment related information was analyzed using chi square tests. Pre to Post comparison of N.P.R.S and C.F.S was done by paired t test. Data were analyzed using MS Excel and SPSS 16.0 software.

3 Results

3.1 Demographic variables

Table 1, depicts distribution of study subjects according to the demographic variables. Majority that is 64% from the Intervention group and 56% from control group were 60 to 80 years old. In intervention group 54% were males while in control group 44% were males. Majority of participants in both the groups were from Punjab that is 40% in P.M.R group and 44% in control group. It also has been found that 60% subjects in intervention group and 66% in control group were having qualification below Matric. Most of the subjects (52%) in intervention group were servicemen or ex-serviceman while in control group, 60% were homemaker. Majority of subjects 58% in intervention group and 62% in control group were doing moderately heavy work. In intervention group 52% while in control group, 56% were earning between 5000 to 10,000. Study subjects in both the groups were homogenous according to the age, gender, domicile, Education, nature of work and monthly income.

3.2 Disease related variables

Table 2, depicts distribution of study subjects according to the disease related variables. In intervention group 46% while in control group 64% were having cancer of reproductive and genitourinary system. Majority of subjects in intervention group (56%) and control (54%) had stage 2 cancers. In intervention group 74% while in control group 58% subjects were having duration of illness between 6 months to 12 months. There were no significant differences in disease related characteristics of subjects in both the groups.

3.3 Comparison of Mean Pain and fatigue scores

Table 3 depicted, Pre to Post assessment comparison of Mean Pain (N.P.R.S) and Fatigue (C.F.S) scores among study subjects. Paired t test was applied to compare the means. There was significant difference (p<0.01) in Pre N.P.R.S (4.42±2.35) to post N.P.R.S (3.44 ±2.05) scores among subjects in intervention group (P.M.R). There was no significant difference in Pre N.P.R.S (4.06 ±1.80) to post N.P.R.S (4.62 ± 1.88) scores in control group. Pre assessment mean fatigue scores (C.F.S) of subjects were 33.80±10.62 in intervention group (P.M.R) and 33.24 ±7.02 in control group where as post assessment mean fatigue scores were 28.52±12.74 and 36.52±7.53 in intervention and control group respectively. There was significant difference (p<0.01) in pre to post assessment fatigue scores in intervention group (P.M.R) as well as control group. Pain and fatigue scores decreased among subjects in intervention group, while fatigue scores increased among subjects in control group after four (4) weeks. P.M.R along with routine treatment is effective in reducing pain and fatigue in cancer patients.
Table 1: Distribution of Study Subjects according to Demographic Variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Intervention Group (N=50)</th>
<th>Control Group (N=50)</th>
<th>χ²</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (Years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-38</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39-59</td>
<td>17 (34)</td>
<td>21 (42)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>32 (64)</td>
<td>28 (56)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>27 (54)</td>
<td>22 (44)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>23 (46)</td>
<td>28 (56)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domicile</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himachal Pradesh</td>
<td>19 (38)</td>
<td>19 (38)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjab</td>
<td>20 (40)</td>
<td>22 (44)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haryana</td>
<td>8 (16)</td>
<td>7 (14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below Matric</td>
<td>30 (60%)</td>
<td>33 (66%)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matric</td>
<td>16 (32%)</td>
<td>15 (30%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>4 (8%)</td>
<td>4 (8%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;Graduate</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labourer</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td>6 (12)</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>22 (44)</td>
<td>30 (60)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service or Ex-service</td>
<td>26 (52)</td>
<td>13 (26)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sedentary</td>
<td>16 (32)</td>
<td>15 (30)</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>29 (58)</td>
<td>31 (62)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>5 (10)</td>
<td>4 (8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 5000</td>
<td>9 (18)</td>
<td>8 (16)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5001-10000</td>
<td>26 (52)</td>
<td>28 (56)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10001-15000</td>
<td>13 (26)</td>
<td>11 (22)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;15000</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05 Significant difference

Table 2: Distribution of Study Subjects according to Disease Related Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Intervention Group (N=50)</th>
<th>Control Group (N=50)</th>
<th>χ²</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site of Cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>8 (16)</td>
<td>9 (18)</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproductive &amp; Genitourinary</td>
<td>23 (46)</td>
<td>32 (64)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood and Circulatory</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory &amp; ENT</td>
<td>11 (22)</td>
<td>6 (12)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5 (10)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage of cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 0-1</td>
<td>7 (14)</td>
<td>7 (14)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2a-2b</td>
<td>28 (56)</td>
<td>27 (54)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3a-3b</td>
<td>15 (30)</td>
<td>16 (32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of illness (months)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 6</td>
<td>37 (74 %)</td>
<td>29 (58 %)</td>
<td>9.16</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-12</td>
<td>13 (26%)</td>
<td>20 (40 %)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 (2%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The present study was done to evaluate the effectiveness of P.M.R on pain and fatigue among hospitalized cancer patients’ receiving radiotherapy. Though in few studies, researchers have assessed effect of P.M.R on variables such as stress, anxiety, fatigue, depression and quality of life [21,22], but there is limited literature available on hospitalized cancer patients receiving radiotherapy assessing effect of P.M.R on pain and fatigue.

The participants of both control and intervention group were homogenous. There was no significant difference in their demographic and disease related characteristics.

In this study, total of four P.M.R sessions were arranged within six (6) weeks time for a group of 25 patients, after training them in doing P.M.R. Most of the patients learned doing P.M.R in 2 to 3 sessions. The patients were told to practice P.M.R twice in a day. Each session lasted for 20-30 minutes. In other studies also P.M.R sessions have been taken for maximum of 30 minutes [23]. This is due to the reason that complete relaxation procedure for all muscle groups takes up to 20 minutes and some time is also required for making the patient to assume relaxed position. Initially some of the difficulties were faced in training the patients for doing P.M.R. All the patients enrolled at one point of time were taught P.M.R first and then each patient was assessed for learning. Again the patients were corrected for their mistakes. Every patient required minimum of two practice sessions to learn P.M.R thoroughly. A recent study done in Japan, have also assessed the experiences of difficulty that patients faced in learning P.M.R [21]. But in present study once patients learned doing P.M.R, they reported it to be easy to perform even when they are tired and can not go for a walk.

The immediate effect of P.M.R was not assessed rather the effect was observed after four (4) weeks on completion of all four P.M.R sessions. This was done to observe intermediate and not the immediate effect of P.M.R. As its immediate effect has already been seen [24].

The audio for P.M.R used in the study did not include music. In this study the researcher wished to assess effect of P.M.R alone, which could have been biased by effect of music. For the same reason P.M.R was not combined with interventions as guided imagery. In other studies researchers have used P.M.R alone or in combination with other interventions as Guided imagery, hypnosis etc. [25].

In the present study, P.M.R was found effective in reducing pain as well as fatigue among cancer patients[16]. At the beginning both the groups were homogenous according to their Mean pain and fatigue scores. But after four (4) weeks the patients in intervention group had significant decrease in their mean pain and fatigue scores. But the findings of other studies on P.M.R are ambiguous. An analysis of Literature review on P.M.R and imagery interventions for cancer pain reported that interventions reduced sensory experience of pain but had no effect on functional status of patients [26]. One study done on individual difference variables and the effects of P.M.R and analgesic imagery on cancer pain among 40, hospitalized cancer patients in U.S.A, revealed that only half of the participants achieved a clinically meaningful improvement in pain with each intervention [21]. No other studies have seen the effect of P.M.R on pain among cancer patients.

For fatigue effect of relaxation was observed only for few hours of intervention [16]. Though few studies have seen the effect of exercise on fatigue but studies on effect of P.M.R and fatigue among cancer patients are not available. Among the patients of control group, increase in fatigue was found after four (4) weeks. The rise in fatigue is due to the oxidative stress produced in the body during radiotherapy [27, 28]. The findings of present study are leading to the conclusion that P.M.R is effective in reducing pain and fatigue among cancer patients receiving radiotherapy.

### Table 3: Comparison of Mean Pain (N.P.R.S) and Fatigue Scores (C.F.S) in Intervention and Control group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Pre-Assessment Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Post-Assessment Mean ± SD</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pain (N.P.R.S)</td>
<td>Intervention Group</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.42 ± 2.35</td>
<td>3.44 ± 2.05</td>
<td>.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control Group</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.06 ± 1.80</td>
<td>4.62 ± 1.88</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatigue (C.F.S)</td>
<td>Intervention Group</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>33.80 ± 10.62</td>
<td>28.52 ± 12.74</td>
<td>.005**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control Group</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>33.24 ± 7.02</td>
<td>36.52 ± 7.53</td>
<td>.03**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.01 Highly significant reduction of N.P.R.S and C.F.S score from Pre to Pro Intervention group.

*ps.05 Significant increase in C.F.S scores from Pre to Post control group.

### Discussion

The participants of both control and intervention group were homogenous. There was no significant difference in their demographic and disease related characteristics.

In this study, total of four P.M.R sessions were arranged within six (6) weeks time for a group of 25 patients, after training them in doing P.M.R. Most of the patients learned doing P.M.R in 2 to 3 sessions. The patients were told to practice P.M.R twice in a day. Each session lasted for 20-30 minutes. In other studies also P.M.R sessions have been taken for maximum of 30 minutes [23]. This is due to the reason that complete relaxation procedure for all muscle groups takes up to 20 minutes and some time is also required for making the patient to assume relaxed position.

Initially some of the difficulties were faced in training the patients for doing P.M.R. All the patients enrolled at one point of time were taught P.M.R first and then each patient was assessed for learning. Again the patients were corrected for their mistakes. Every patient required minimum of two practice sessions to learn P.M.R thoroughly. A recent study done in Japan, have also assessed the experiences of difficulty that patients faced in learning P.M.R [21]. But in present study once patients learned doing P.M.R, they reported it to be easy to perform even when they are tired and can not go for a walk.

The immediate effect of P.M.R was not assessed rather the effect was observed after four (4) weeks on completion of all four P.M.R sessions. This was done to observe intermediate and not the immediate effect of P.M.R. As its immediate effect has already been seen [24].

The audio for P.M.R used in the study did not include music. In this study the researcher wished to assess effect of P.M.R alone, which could have been biased by effect of music. For the same reason P.M.R was not combined with interventions as guided imagery. In other studies researchers have used P.M.R alone or in combination with other interventions as Guided imagery, hypnosis etc. [25].

In the present study, P.M.R was found effective in reducing pain as well as fatigue among cancer patients[16]. At the beginning both the groups were homogenous according to their Mean pain and fatigue scores. But after four (4) weeks the patients in intervention group had significant decrease in their mean pain and fatigue scores. But the findings of other studies on P.M.R are ambiguous. An analysis of Literature review on P.M.R and imagery interventions for cancer pain reported that interventions reduced sensory experience of pain but had no effect on functional status of patients [26]. One study done on individual difference variables and the effects of P.M.R and analgesic imagery on cancer pain among 40, hospitalized cancer patients in U.S.A, revealed that only half of the participants achieved a clinically meaningful improvement in pain with each intervention [21]. No other studies have seen the effect of P.M.R on pain among cancer patients.

For fatigue effect of relaxation was observed only for few hours of intervention [16]. Though few studies have seen the effect of exercise on fatigue but studies on effect of P.M.R and fatigue among cancer patients are not available. Among the patients of control group, increase in fatigue was found after four (4) weeks. The rise in fatigue is due to the oxidative stress produced in the body during radiotherapy [27, 28]. The findings of present study are leading to the conclusion that P.M.R is effective in reducing pain and fatigue among cancer patients receiving radiotherapy.
5 Nursing implications

The findings of study recommend use of progressive muscle relaxation exercises to reduce perception of pain and fatigue among cancer patients. This will help to reduce pain and fatigue and thus improve Quality of life to a great extent in cancer patients.

6 Limitations

Subjects were enrolled from one hospital to reduce bias due to different hospital settings and staff. But on the other hand it minimizes the generalizations of the study findings.
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